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5. Abstract (300 words):
Initiatives to build inclusive, healthy, functional and sustainable cities are often
encompassed under concepts such as ‘smart city’, ‘sustainable urban development’,
‘experimental city’ or ‘eco-cities’. These terms usually refer to different visions, discourses
and planning strategies that aim to achieve sustainable cities. Since sustainability
addresses complex anthropogenic challenges by using approaches that are problemdriven and solution-oriented, solutions must often be negotiated on behalf of a
multitude of interests and concerns. How does such negotiation happen in an
interdisciplinary and multi-cultural environment, and what does the negotiation process
mean for the sustainable solutions that are attempted agreed on and achieved? One
avenue to see how sustainability is negotiated across disciplines and cultural
background is to study the experiences made in an interdisciplinary and multi-cultural

summer school on “Sustainable Energy in Cities” held in Shanghai in July 2016. The
summer school included 35 master’s students from ten different countries with
mechanical and civil engineering, social science, industrial ecology, renewable energy
and architectural disciplinary backgrounds. The students were divided into four groups
with mixed disciplinary and cultural backgrounds, and with an equal gender
distribution. Combining this heterogeneous set up with an experimental teaching
method of ‘Experts in Teamwork’, all groups dealt with the same task: designing a
research facility for a small group of researchers based on pristine wetland islands in
Pudong, Shanghai. We study how the four groups argued that their design was
sustainable by describing the processes in which the groups weighted categories such
as the localization, visibility and impact, and technological choices, and what types of
visualizations they came up with. By relating these processes to an already existing
‘smart-city’ sustainability discourse within city planning, the paper shows how the
different design choices aimed to achieve different types of sustainability.
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